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How You Can

Feel Like King
of MIFF

Successful Buyers, Exhibitors and Designers
By Yeo Li Shian
Are Using MIFF to Their Advantage
Furnish Now writer

E

very year, D. Sukhbaatar eagerly
awaits for the arrival of March.

once, but for the 16th time since 1997.

for Mr. Sukhbaatar and other buyers

“Yes, this is our 16th time here [at

because it offers a plethora of eye-

MIFF],” said Mr. Sukhbaatar. “We attend

opening designs and concepts. The show

highly anticipated furniture fair of Asia—

many

furniture

also has become a cash cow for exhibitors

the Malaysian International Furniture Fair

exhibitions around the world once in

and a place to showcase new talent in the

(MIFF).

every two or three years. But MIFF is

Malaysian furniture design world.

One thing he can never miss is the

The General Director of Ulaanbaatarbased Interfurn Co. Ltd booked his ticket,

other

international

the only one that we have consistently
attended.”

travelled more than 4,700 kilometres and

The Malaysian fair, which made its

over six hours flight to Kuala Lumpur not

debut in 1995, has been a sourcing haven

But it only works for MIFF participants
willing to travel, think smart and innovate.
Here are their stories and secrets to MIFF
success.
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MIFF: The Buyer

Goldmine

“Every year I notice different fresh ideas

manufacturers offer some of the finest quality furniture produced using state-of-the-art

and products at the fair—so fresh that

machineries. Mr. Sukhbaatar, who placed a mammoth amount of mixed orders—dining

some suppliers didn’t even know how to

sets, bedroom sets, children furniture and office furniture—also feels that the standard of

quote the price yet on the very first day,”

the furniture designs are very refreshing and always “going forward.”

said Mr. Sukhbaatar.

There’s more. Malaysian manufacturers’ strong sense of honesty has firmly made a mark

The money spent travelling miles

in his heart. Mr. Sukhbaatar, who runs one of the top office and home furniture businesses

to Malaysia is worth every single cent

in Mongolia, believes that good business ethnics and honesty binds business relationships

to source for “headache-free products,”

in the long run.

said Mr. Sukhbaatar, the self-proclaimed
pursuer of a simple lifestyle.
“I don’t have to worry about quality or
design issues,” he said.

While Mr. Sukhbaatar enjoys the close-knit community at MIFF, Dr. Noohul Basheer Zain
Ali who runs Southampton-based Asmimi Limited, feels that attending international trade

By comparison with other products
he had sourced worldwide, Malaysian
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“Every year, I look forward to come to MIFF to see, shake hands and even hug business
associates,” he revealed. “We are missing each other.”

fairs like MIFF offers other advantages.
While other buyers are content securing orders through a middleman or vendor,
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Dr. Noohul, as Managing Director of

fairs like this enables us to establish better

his children’s products and furniture

rapport with potential business associates

distribution company, enjoys closing deals

and suppliers,” said Dr. Noohul. “Plus, I

over face-to-face meetings.

get to check out the latest developments

“By removing the hassle of a middle

within the industry as well.”

man, we can bring in products and sell

Another happy buyer is Dr. Bhatt M.

them through online channels to our

Mgaywa of Tasece Co. Ltd. who travelled

end users at the most affordable price,”

over 7,500 km to visit MIFF for the first time.

explained Dr. Noohul, who has visited MIFF

The Tanzania-based businessman walked

twice.

home with a satisfied order of 500 units of

His company had managed to secure

wooden chairs.

two consignments at the show—character-

Affordable price could be a huge

inspired children’s beds and work tables for

bonus, he said. For Dr. Bhatt, however,

kids from two different exhibitors—one in

the high quality products made of strong

Malaysia and the other from China.

materials like solid wood is definitely a

“What’s best is that attending trade

“good catch.”

Home Best Enterprise Corporation’s exhibition layout at MIFF 2013
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MIFF: The Exhibitor

Connector

In a race to emerge winners in the

“Simple

and

clear

cut

furniture

industry, many exhibitors strived to be

designs can never go out of style,”

different.

explained Mr. Quek.

Tey Lay Hui, Managing Director of

Officially launched during MIFF, what

Home Best Enterprise Corporation Sdn Bhd

made its Howard bedroom set so popular,

pointed out that furniture designs need a

however, is that it is produced by non-

makeover, however small, to attract buyers.

finger-jointed Poplar wood. There’s no

Mr. Tey, who has over two decades

need to worry about uneven colours, and

of experiences in the furniture industry,

the furniture has a higher level of strength.

pointed out that designs that are simple

“A first time visitor to MIFF has placed

and unique have so far been customers’

an order valued at $US250,000,” Mr. Quek

primary choice.

revealed. “And we are very happy that 60

The minimalist-styled Jeanie dining
set, for instance, stands out for its stunning

percent of the enquiries we received came
from new buyers.”

natural look. Apart from that, the Johor-

Chua Yee Ting, Marketing Manager of

based manufacturer also displayed five-to-

Ivorie International Sdn Bhd agrees that

six series of products featuring designs that

modern and simple furniture designs have

were mainly Mr. Tey’s own brainchildren.

become increasingly popular among buyers.

“One of our biggest orders came from

Ivorie International, a 20-year-old Muar-

a South African buyer,” Mr. Tey said. “The

based dining set specialist, specialises in

But according to baby cot specialist

estimated value of the order is around

turning disposed rubberwood into visually-

Senidaya Woods Industries (M) Sdn Bhd,

$US250,000.”

appealing middle-to-high-end furniture

overall design is not the major driving force

pieces.

for its product marketability.

Sharing the same sentiments with Mr.
Tey is Quek Kheng Long, Director of Muarbased Lencasa Sdn Bhd.

“While most of our furniture designs

Instead,

the

Seremban-based

are modern, our buyers also love the use of

manufacturer focuses on all-time favourite

manufacturer’s

steel in our designs,” explained Ms. Chua.

colour trends to attract buyers. This year,

very own Howard bedroom set “is so

“Steel does not only offer aesthetic value,

Senidaya Woods offered cots in the usual

simple that even young people couldn’t

it is also more environmentally-friendly,

quiet shades of white mixed with a choice

resist buying,” he said.

highly durable and fireproof.”

of two soft pastel hues—pink and blue.

The
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award-winning
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Lencasa uses an open booth concept to draw visitors in

Alan Teo, Marketing Manager

“Our bedroom set, for instance, is

of Senidaya Woods, explained that

a combo of two-tone appearance—

customers’ main concerns lie in the

white

safety specifications and the quality

she

of its baby cots.

combinations

“Our baby cots are compliant
with British and European safety
standards,” Mr. Teo said. “Most of our
new buyers placed two to three containers of orders.”

and

light

explained.

buyers,

walnut
“These

satisfy

constantly

our

hues,”
colour
Asian

sourcing

for

European-inspired designs.”
While the company’s biggest
export markets remain Korea, Japan,

Michelle Wan, Assistant Sales Manager of Len Cheong

Australia and New Zealand, its

Furniture Sdn Bhd, said that bedroom and dining sets of

biggest orders this year came from

European style sold big this year.

new buyers from Thailand.
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MIFF: A Place To SHINE
Meanwhile, many exhibitors worked
hard to display the best and most creative
booths to attract customers. To stand out
in the very competitive furniture market,
three exhibitors went the extra mile by
showcasing masterpiece designs and using
smart marketing tactics.
“I believe customers are looking
beyond mediocre products,” said Dang
Thean Chong, R&D Manager of 25-yearold Latitude Tree Furniture Sdn Bhd. “Most
return customers come to us for our range
of five-to-six types of rocking chairs.”
Dang said that the company’s very
popular and niche rocking chair business
helped them garner more than 30 percent
of new buyers at MIFF 2013.
“Customers are eager to check out our
2-in-1 Mummy and Baby rocking chair,”
Dang said. “They can even use the mini
baby cot for their pet.”
Both Tey Lay Hui, Managing Director
or Home Best, and Quek Kheng Long,
Director of Lencasa, feel that the crowd
was attracted to their booths for one main
reason—practicality.
“Yes. Customers want furniture pieces
that are not just pretty to look at but are
practical,” said Mr. Quek, noting that 60
percent of his buyers at MIFF 2013 were
new customers.
Over the years, the Muar-based
manufacturer has sold over a million beds
produced using its signature layered
glue method. It’s very strong and highly
durable, he said.
Home Best’s open spaced booth
concept was inviting to the curious, keen
to check out the company’s latest offering.
Importantly, Mr. Tey said that the
company paid attention to product
decoration this year.
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“Our displayed furniture sets were
decorated with various ornaments
like colourful plates, bowls and even
flowers,” Mr. Tey said. “We want to give
buyers ideas on how they can decorate
the furniture.”
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MIFF: A Place To

Be Judged

Apart from the bustling exhibitors
booths, one of the main highlights at MIFF is
the new MIFF Furniture Design Competition
(FDC).
The past MIFF-FDC, themed “A Tribute
to Shapes and Colours of Malaysia,” offered
a cash prize of RM10,000 in the Young
Talent Category and served as a platform
for aspiring designers to showcase their
talent in furniture design.
Shortlisted participants could even see
their designs being prototyped.
Two budding designers, Taylor’s

University student Kok Wen Yee and
Universiti Sains Malaysia undergraduate
Emmy Kong Pek Kei, shared the winner’s
fame as they walked home RM10,000 richer.
Both their designs, the Jemore Board
(from Ms. Kok) and Unity Table (from Ms.
Kong), “represented what we were looking
for,” said Klaus Kummer, the Chief Judge of
MIFF-FDC. The Bangkok-based furniture
designer explained that the designs
showcased two differing significances.
“One showed a highly aesthetical
modernisation of a traditional object, which
demonstrated a successful transformation
from past to future,” he clarified. “The other
showed the essence of good design as a
meaningful and useful object in the daily
life in Malaysia.”
While designs played an important
role as a determining factor of the winning
pieces, Mr. Kummer said that “the function of

an object should always be the first priority.”
“If the function is not clear or only
of decorative value, then the product is
superfluous or luxury for a few,” he said.
“Aesthetic alone is not a function.”
Another
judge,
Malaysian-born
Guangdong-based designer Philip Yap,
shared additional valuable insights.
“MIFF-FDC provides the chance for
the industry to promote furniture designs
and to inspire as well as encourage more
participants to take the industry seriously,”
he said.
According to Mr. Yap, Malaysian
furniture has flourished far beyond
employing local natural resource. As
natural resources are limited, he feels that
industry players should focus more on
big issues—working together to highlight
design, branding and services that target a
premium market.
He pointed out that while MIFFFDC helps cultivate design awareness
among young designers, young talents
should also be groomed with a better
understanding on the right aesthetic value,
costing and marketing in order to achieve a
commercially-feasible product.
“Let’s not forget that Malaysians are
good at making mass-produced furniture
and buyers will always come back for it,”
he said.
Everyone involved at MIFF, from
designers to exhibitors that market their
visions and buyers that regularly attend,
must keep doing their part to create
collective success. Many did in 2013, and
even more should in 2014.

Top Ways To Use MIFF Wisely
Buyers should attend MIFF regularly
to build and maintain rapport with
suppliers
Exhibitors must go the extra mile to
showcase their signature products,
emphasising furniture and also booth
design

MIFF judges led by Klaus Kummer were impressed with designs this year

 oung talents should continue to enter
Y
designs in MIFF competitions that are
functional and aesthetically pleasing, as
well as ones that are marketable
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